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INTRODUCTION 

Small-scale maps, compare with topographical maps where the mathematical basis is standardized and 

unified, represent unique cartographical products which have their own mathematical base in every case. 

In time of digital cartography there is a possibility and necessity in use the computer-aided process of 

labor-consuming manual work connected with a construction of the mathematical base for maps. The ideas 

of the automated choice of scale of mapping, a map projection and construction of an arranging model 

were accomplished through the computer-aided process of construction the mathematical base of map and 

presented below. 

THE COMPUTER-AIDED PROCESS OF DEFINITION THE SCALE OF MAPPING 

To set up a map first of all there must be a well-grounded decision about the scale of the map. The 

decision depends on purpose and subject of the map, its format and the arranging mode. 

In order to set up the small-scale maps we offer the formula of definition the map’s scale. This formula 

takes in account the quantitative and qualitative aspects, which are reflected in factor of graphic load of 

human settlements (HS). 

 
where M - lexical scale valued the number of kilometers in 1 millimeter; 

KHS - optimal factor of graphic load; 

SM - mapping area in square kilometers; 

SHS - the mean size of human settlements area on a map in square millimeters. 

This is the strict formula, which define the scale of the designed map. But, as a fact, it is enough to use the 

simplified version of the formula using the unified optimal factor of graphic load and the mean size of 

human settlements areas. These two values (KHS and SHS) were received empirically and based on the 

experimental work fulfilled on Cartography Chair, Moscow State University of Geodesy and Cartography. 

As a result of this experimental work we received three degrees for the factor of graphic load: maximum, 

optimal and minimum. The optimal factor of graphic load valued as KHS = 15%. Also we received the 

mean size of human settlements depending on their category (city, town and village) and the correlation of 

these settlements of different categories per cent. The mean size and percentage correlation of the human 

settlements allowed to determine the mean size of human settlements area on a map (caption plus 

conventional sign), which valued SHS = 8.62 square millimeters. 

 
To select a scale of the map there is a need to take in account the correlation between scale of the new map 

and the scale of the same kind maps to keep the parity or multiple in scales of the maps. 

THE COMPUTER-AIDED CHOICE OF A MAP PROJECTION  

One of the most important stage of producing the map, is the proper and well-grounded selection of the 

map projection. Because the active use of the digital map for various purpose, including implementation of 

different GIS-projects, designing specialized and thematic maps, during the last years appeared the need of 

solving this problem of selection through the computer-aided process. 

The selection of the map projection includes several steps: 

- to determine the number projections from which it is possible to make the best choice; 

- to estimate the selected projections with the help of generalized criterion; 

- to visualize the distortion of the map projections; 

- the user made the final selection of the map projection. 

Let’s see these stages in details. 



The selection of the map projection depends on many factors, which can be divided in 3 groups: 

- factors described the object of mapping; 

- factors describing the map which will be designed, the purposes and conditions of its use; 

- factors describing the map projection which one is want to receive. 

The factors of the first group are to be strictly set. They include the geographical position of mapping area, 

its size, direction of the area. Taking in account the factors mentioned above, the selection of the map 

projection must base on projection in which the central points and central lines situated in the center of the 

mapping area. The selection of such the projection determined by the factor that near central points and 

lines the map scale does not change much. The central lines headed, if possible, in the direction of the 

longest extend of the territory. 

Taking in account the terms of the second group, one determines the level of importance for the terms of 

the third group and has to establish the needed type of the distortion for the selected map projection. 

The main factors, which affected the choice of the map projection, were put together for the achievement 

the selection of the map projection in practical work. And also the corresponding chart was designed in 

computer-aided choice of a map projection through the dialog “user – computer”. 

The mapping areas according their sizes put on the first level of corresponding chart. For the World, 

Hemisphere, Continents and Russia maps the selection of the map projections was done and defined. That 

is why we put our attention to the large regions of the world, which have areas more then 250,000 square 

kilometers. 

The large regions put in the second level of corresponding chart according their position on the globe. 

- Equator area (φ=±24°); 

- Middle area (φ=±24°-±60°); 

- Polar area (φ=±60°-±90°). 

The large regions according their direction of areas put on the third level of corresponding chart. And the 

fourth level of the chart gave opportunity to check the possible distortion of the map projections. 

The logical links established between the levels of the corresponding chart. These links allow, depending 

on code (taking in account geographical factors and type of distortion), figure out the needed map 

projection or projections for present mapping. 

The user can define the needed projection in interactive mode by selecting the geographical parameters 

(region, position on the globe, direction of the area) and also the required type of distortion. This is the 

first stage of the selecting the needed map projections. 

 
Chart 1. The map projection selection. 



Next step will be the evaluation of the selected map projection with the help of the generalized 

mathematical criterion. Every from the particular criterions gave the description of the map projection in 

its every point. 

(conformal criterion) 

(equal-area criterion) 

(distortions of lengths criterion) 

where a, b – extreme particular scales of length. 

It is enough to cut the mapping area into small parts in order to determine the functional. In this case, in 

the middle points of each small part one’s need to calculate the value of the particular criterions and find 

the mean arithmetical. 

 

where n – the amount of the small parts; k – the number of small parts for which the value of  

calculated. 

The generalized mathematical criterion looks like: 

 
where Pi – weights the importance of factors. 

The proposed generalized mathematical criterion takes in account most from the possible requirements for 

the map projections. And besides, the map projections presented in formal aspect and in relative values. 

Such approach gives possibility to compare and at the same time to take in account almost all possible and 

different requirements to the map projections. The proposed generalized mathematical criterion is 

calculated for all considered map projections. The final selected map projection is that, whose generalized 

mathematical criterion has the minimum value. 

To finalize the decision about the map projections one’s need to calculate and construct the graticule 

(cartographic grid) with the distortion for each type of map projections on the monitor screen. The 

construction of the graticule (cartographic grid) with the distortion is very important when one’s received 

several models of projections as the result of analysis mentioned above and the generalized mathematical 

criterion values of which are very close to each other. It is possible to show the distortion by colors 

(minimum distortion – green, maximum – red). 

At the same time the same hardware is implementing the analytic transformation of the content in the final 

selection of the projection. 

 



Picture 1. Cartographic grid with distortion. 

THE COMPUTER-AIDED PROCESS OF AN ARRANGING MODEL  

One of the important stages of work is arrangement of the map, which includes several steps: 

- to determine the borders of the mapping area and its situation towards the map’s frames; 

- to put inside map’s frames and on the border fields the name, scale, legends, references and, if it is 

needed, additional maps, charts, etc. 

Besides mentioned above, we need to take in account the convenience in map using, aesthetic and 

specifications requirements – such as standard size of paper, working area of plotters and printing 

machines. 

During the procedure of development the arranging model arise the strong necessity to find the optimal 

combination between the projection – scale – arrangement – sizes of the map. This can be done only 

through the dialogue mode of activity such as “user – computer”. 

To implement the computer-aided process of development the arranging model there are several tasks, 

which need to solve: 

- to create the information base of cartography data based upon the Initial Cartography Data (ICD), which 

cover all possible cases of mapping areas (initially in borders of the Russia Federation) and its content 

meet requirements of the arranging model; 

- to design the software, which can develop the arranging model, accomplish the computer-aided process 

of selection the content and, simultaneously, transform the received data in needed scale and projection. 

To solve the first task we need to select the best (optimal) Initial Cartography Data (ICD), which due its 

content and graphic load, will provide the computer-aided process of the arranging models of the selected 

scale series. The Initial Cartography Data can be represented by the traditional map. The political map of 

Russia federation fits well the requirements. It is necessary to figure out the optimal scale of this map, 

from which depends the graphic load of designed arranging models. On the other hand, the scale of the 

political map must the smallest, which will affect on the amount of required work. 

The conducted researches shows, that the factor graphic load of the arranging models (AM) made 

traditionally is КAM = 1.5%. At the same time the factor graphic load based on the Initial Cartography Data 

(ICD) is КICD = 30%. After some simple transformations one can receive the formula, which defines the 

lower level of scale’s limit based on the Initial Cartography Data (ICD) scale: 

 
where, МAM - lexical scale of arranging model valued the number of kilometers in 1 millimeter; 

МICD - lexical scale of (ICD) valued the number of kilometers in 1 millimeter;  

КAM - factor graphic load (0.015); 

КICD - factor graphic load (ICD) (0.30). 

From this it follows: 

 
Based on the calculations of scales for arranging models we came to conclusion that the map with the scale 

1:2,500,000 provides the design of arranging models from scale 1:550,000 and smaller, but in this case 

one’s need to make a large amount of work to create the cartographic database. Never the less it will be 

done, and simultaneously with fulfillment of other functions, will appeared the possibility to use the 

cartographic database for the design of the arranging models in very large variety of scales. In present time 

as Initial Cartography Data (ICD) we offer the political map of RF with scale 1:8,000,000 which can 

provides the design of arranging models from scale 1:500,000 and smaller. 

The image of map in small scale puts on a screen of monitor to design the arranging model and make a 

decision about mapping area. After that takes a decision about the place for legend, tables, charts, etc. and 

finalize the general design of the map. 

Besides the computer-aided process of an arranging model, this approach provides unification of content 

and appearance of the arranging model. 

CONCLUSIONS 

The final stage of this work will be design the “Atlas of Cartographic Projections”, which will include the 

best projections for every Federal Okrug of Russia Federation. As an example, at present the most used 

projection for the Ural Federal Okrug is projection of “PKO “Kartographiya”, on which was based the map 



“General Geographic Map of Russia and Adjacent States”. If we compare with the projection selected 

through the computer-aided process described previously, we can see that the distortion in this projection 

is three times less than in projection of the “PKO “Kartographiya” (see Pic. 2). 

Conical Equidistant projection “PKO “Kartographiya” 

 
The main parallels φ1=+46.55°and φ2=+71.57°. Central meridian λ=+70°. 

Within the area of the Ural Federal Okrug of distortion of the areas (p-1) fluctuate from -2.4% to +1.4%; 

the maximum values of distortion of angle ω=1.4°. 

Transverse Cylindrical Equidistant projection 



 
k=0,998; central meridian λm=+70°; coordinates of a pole of transverse system φ0=0° and λ0=+160°. 

Within the area of the Ural Federal Okrug of distortion of the areas (p-1) fluctuate from -0.2% to +0.7%; 

the maximum values of distortion of angle ω=0.4°. 

Picture 2. Map projections for the Ural Federal Okrug 

The development and introducing of this method will make possible for user (even not a cartographer) 

make plan of subjects based on type and peculiarity of the cartographic object or phenomenon. 
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